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Caesars Entertainment Las Vegas Resorts Exclusive Collection Of Luxury Suites And Villas Now Available For
Online Booking

Discover a Variety of Premium Accommodations from Ten of the Top Las Vegas Hotel Resorts
Previously Unavailable to the General Public Assembled in One Place at AnthologySuites.com
Suggested Tweet - Experience Vegas like a high roller-book Anthology Las Vegas Suites & Villas
#AnthologySuites #SuiteSeptember: www.AnthologySuites.com
LAS VEGAS, Oct. 16, 2014 /PRNewswire/ -- Caesars Entertainment Las Vegas Resorts have
announced general public bookings of their most exclusive collection of luxury suites and villas
across its portfolio of Las Vegas resort properties. The Anthology Suites & Villas, are now available
to view and book both online and by phone for the general public, many of which for the first time
ever. Las Vegas visitors now have the opportunity to experience the extravagant accommodations
and amenities only previously available to the highest level of casino guests, including celebrities
and "high rollers." Impressive accommodations offered at Caesars Palace, Planet Hollywood
Resort & Casino, Paris Las Vegas, Flamingo Las Vegas, Rio All-Suite Hotel & Casino,
Harrah's Las Vegas, Bally's Las Vegas, Nobu Hotel, The Cromwell, and The LINQ Hotel &
Casino are available and as part of the Anthology Suites & Villas collection offer a bevy of
additional perks for guests seeking an over-the-top, quintessential Las Vegas experience, some
complete with movie theater rooms with state-of-the-art sound systems, private pools and spas,
and 24-hour butler service – all at the tip of your fingers on one comprehensive website.

The Cromwell, the first boutique hotel on the Las Vegas Strip, which recently opened during
Memorial Day weekend and debuted a variety of chic suites reminiscent of oldHollywood glamour,
represents the newest offering under the Anthology Las Vegas Suites & Villas umbrella. The
Cromwell's namesake suite—a four-bedroom, 2,550-square-foot accommodation—features
unrivaled views of the Strip, customizable wet bar, oversized steam shower and deep soaking tub,
pool table, full dining and living areas, and 24-hour concierge service. Comfortable and lavishly
oversized sofa and lounge chairs offer an inviting, loft-like appeal with rich hardwood parquet
flooring and modern upholstered walls. In addition to The Cromwell Suite, the 188-room hotel
boasts The Parlour, Boulevard, and Gallery Suites, starting at 723 square feet. All suites are
strategically positioned to maximize views of the iconic Las Vegas Strip, with additional key
features including pinball machines, large bars, and open floor plans for hosting gatherings.

Defined as the highest point or utmost level, The Nobu Villa is the pinnacle of the world's-first and
currently the world's only Nobu Hotel Caesars Palace Las Vegas. Strategically positioned at the
very top of the Nobu tower – 150 feet above the famous Las Vegas Strip - The Nobu Villa is the
crown jewel of the boutique hotel and is set to welcome private guests as well as group gatherings
and special events. The ultimate sky-top lodging, the impressive 10,300 square feet Nobu Villa is
luxurious and sumptuous yet relaxed and modern. The notable space offers five unique dining
locations as well as an expansive 4,700 square feet outdoor terrace overlooking the center of the
Las Vegas Strip with sweeping views, robatayaki grill, Zen garden and Japanese-inspired onsen
tub.
From bachelor and bachelorette parties, to milestone birthdays and every occasion in between,
Anthology Las Vegas Suites & Villas offer the perfect option for every celebration. Included in the
collection are The Sake Suite at Nobu Hotel, complete with billiard table, media room, and VIP
priority service at Nobu restaurant; the Rio Presidential Suite at Rio All-Suite Hotel & Casino,
which features a private pool overlooking the Las Vegas Strip from nearly 50 stories high; the
Louis XV Suite at Paris Las Vegas, a regal, Versailles-inspired two-bedroom, five-bathroom suite
featuring ornate chandeliers, European-style bar and lounge, and baby grand piano; as well as the
Anthology Villas, a collection of breathtaking accommodations at Caesars Palace that range from
9,500 – 11,200 square feet, and feature elevators, custom-carved barrel vaulted ceilings, exotic fish
tanks, state-of-the-art media rooms, and private outdoor spaces.
"With the launch of Anthology Suites & Villas, we now offer the opportunity to view, book and
experience the ultimate collection of premium suites and villas in Las Vegas – most of which have
never before been seen by the general public," says Philip Auerbach, Senior Vice President of
Hospitality & Entertainment Marketing for Caesars Entertainment. "When consumers travel to Las
Vegas they increasingly want to have that once in a lifetime experience, and with over 1,800 suites
and villas the breadth of the Anthology collection means that we are able to provide that
experience to a broad spectrum of customers. Whether they are looking for a suite to be their
home base for a weekend with friends, or looking to indulge in the luxury and personalized service
of 24-hour butler service in one of our Penthouses, to those who want to experience some of the
finest hotel product in the world with the Villas at Caesars Palace, Anthology Suites & Villas allow
us to meet, and then exceed, the expectations of our guests."
Guests of the Anthology Las Vegas Suites & Villas are entitled to a variety of additional perks,
such as VIP check-in and Total Rewards Diamond queuing at locations throughout all Caesars
Entertainment Las Vegas resorts. Select suites and villas will also include complimentary limo
transportation to and from the airport, as well as 24-hour butler service. For guests who desire an
all-inclusive, turn-key experience, Total Experiences, a personalized concierge service for small
groups, will make it all come together at no additional cost. For more information, please visit
www.totalexperiences.com.
The full range of Anthology Las Vegas Suites & Villas can be explored at
www.AnthologySuites.com. Rates for the collection begin at $300.
HIGH-RES IMAGES AND DOWNLOADABLE BROADCAST QUALITY VIDEO AVAILABLE AT:
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Caesars Entertainment Las Vegas
Experience TOTAL Vegas at any one of the famed Caesars Entertainment destinations inLas
Vegas including; Caesars Palace, Planet Hollywood Resort & Casino, Paris Las Vegas, Flamingo
Las Vegas, Rio All-Suite Hotel & Casino, Harrah's Las Vegas, Bally's Las Vegas, The Quad Resort

& Casino soon to be The LINQ Hotel & Casino, The LINQ Promenade and High Roller Las Vegas,
and The Cromwell. Caesars Entertainment Corporation is the world's largest casino-entertainment
company. Caesars is focused on building loyalty and value with its guests through a unique
combination of great service, excellent products, unsurpassed distribution, operational excellence
and technology leadership. For more information, please visit www.caesars.com.
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